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In the 2018-19 
school year, 
the NHS 
faculty 
embarked on a 
process to 
create a vision 
of a graduate.



Overview

In the fall of 2021, over 
700 students, staff, 
parents, guardians, 
city officials, and 
interested community 
members joined this 
process to establish a 
District-wide Portrait 
of a Graduate.



Participants explored 
economic, technological, 

demographic, and 
environmental trends.



Focus groups were asked to 
identify the skills, mindsets, and 
knowledge they felt NPS 
graduates will need to be 
successful after graduation.



The community shared 
hundreds of comments 
and ideas.

What follows is a summary of 
our work.



The comments and ideas for each 
area (skills, knowledge, mindsets) 

were categorized and ranked using 
a qualitative analysis process. 



Skills Categories
Creativity, collaboration and 
problem solving 91

Life skills 30

Financial literacy 24

Reading, writing, speaking, 
listening 22

Thinking critically 22

Communicating 12

Researching 12

Technology skills 10

Civic engagement skills 10



Strong work ethic 18

Creative and innovative 15

Community oriented 14

Wellness 14

Passionate and happy 11

Empathetic and accepting 41

Growth mindset/positive 38

Resilience/perseverance 24

Self advocate 20

Open minded 19

Mindset Categories



Knowledge Categories
Personal Finance 40

Social Sciences 37

Global Understanding 23

STEM 20

Info and Data Analysis 18

Work Force Ready 18

Health and Wellness 11

Environmental Science 12

Media Literacy 10

Executive Functioning 10



Within each 
category, 
comments were 
reviewed.



Empathy Comments

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

empathy
compassion

kindness
empathetic listener

civil mindset due to the diversity of beliefs and values I may not agree with
helping other people out

thinking of others
anit-racist

honor and understand differences
destigmatize mental health and neurodiversity

respectful of others opinions
emapthy

accept diverse political opinions
emotional intelligence

helping others
caring about others' opinions

how to have conflicting ideas and debate
mindset that is loving, selfless and empathetic

accepting
patient

perspective taking
respect for all people

respectful
equity and access, understand diversity
teach others they can think differently

follow the Golden Rule
use empathy to find common ground

health, be careful about the health of others
help others



Resiliency Comments Collaboration Comments (skills)

0 5 10

perserverance

resiliency

resilience

coping with stress

reslience

resilient

able to overcome
obstacles

accepting criticism

resilience and grit

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

collaboration

conflict resolution

negotiation

how to learn collaboratively

teamwork

build relationships

methods used to accomplish
common goals

ability to work with others

talking to each other

work collaboratively with a team

bridge builders

ability to relate and connect

finding commonality



Global Learners… “graduates should be able to speak at least two languages” 

Civic Engagement... “understanding data on gun violence and the political barriers to 
reducing given violence,” “having the power to create change or be an agent of change,” 
and “having the knowledge so that they can participate in decision making in a 
democracy”

Workforce Ready… “more options for alternative educational experiences” and “more 
certificate style programs offered to students as an alternative to 4-year college” 

Science, Technology, Engineering, Math… “knowledge of scientific breakthroughs e.g., 
genetics” and “using coding and technology for career and activism”

A Sampling of Comments



Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 
• “there are others that think, believe, look and act differently. These differences 

should be embraced” 
• “we need the ability to question assumptions”

Health and Wellness
• “destigmatize addiction and mental illness,” 
• “techniques to deal with stress and anxiety,” 
• “know how to say no”

Lifelong Learners 
• “teachers are not the ultimate source of knowledge” 
• “choose your teacher wisely”



Comments were also analyzed 
for common ideas across the 

skills, mindsets, and knowledge 
categories.



Overwhelmingly, 
participants 
recommended 
programming that 
allows our 
graduates to…

Develop physical, social, and emotional 
wellness skills

Become literate across the disciplines

Practice creation, innovation, collaboration 
and problem-solving 

Engage civically

Prepare for life after graduation



Develop physical, social, and 
emotional wellness skills

Able to self advocate

Embraces a growth mindset and positive attitude

Empathetic and accepting

Resilient and persevering

Passionate and happy

Adaptable and flexible

Socially, physically and emotionally healthy



Become literate across all disciplines

Passionate reader, writer, speaker and listener

Strong multi-media communicator

Engaged student of...literature, mathematics, 
science, social sciences, languages, and the arts

Curious and critical scholar



Practice creation, innovation, 
collaboration, and problem solving

Creator and innovator

Problem solver

Collaborator

Critical thinker

Effective researcher



Engage civically

Community oriented

Strong understanding of civics and how American 
government works

Aware of and connected to our global world

Environmentally engaged



Prepare for life after graduation

Lifelong learner

Motivated to set goals

Able to independently navigate the world to meet 
their goals 

Strong work ethic and healthy work-life balance



NPS 
Graduates            

Are...

Physically, 
socially and 
emotionally well

Literate across many 
disciplines

Creative, innovative, 
collaborative problem-
solvers

Civically engaged

Prepared for life 
after graduation

Newburyport’s Portrait of a Graduate



NPS 
Planning for 
the Future

One Vision: 
Portrait of a Graduate

Seven Strategic Objectives:  
Reimagine

Continuous 
Tactical 
Cycles:

District Goals

School 
Improvement Plans

Educator Goals





Ongoing Steps
Ensure our strategic and tactical 
work is guided by the Portrait of 
a Graduate Vision.


